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 2    TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION PACKAGES

Complete Overdrive Packages Engineered to:
Increase Fuel Mileage, Decrease Wear & Tear and Improve Driving Pleasure

Modern Driveline Tremec 5 speed, 6 speed Manual 
transmission and conversion packages

MDL specializes in Tremec T-5, TKO, T-56 Magnum 
manual overdrive transmissions and related 
installation components for AMC, Ford, GM, 
Mopars, hotrods, kit cars, customs and 
trucks.  We have taken the guesswork 
out of which parts to purchase with a 
package that is engineered and tailored 
to your project.

We take the time to listen to each
customer to find the best solution
for their project rather than quote a
standard pre-bundled kit. So when
we are asked how much for a five or
six speed package? We will always 
ask the details of what you are 
building first. From this information 
we will provide you with a very 
detailed quote that can be reviewed 
and changed at any time. Sometimes 
our customers have already acquired 
some of their parts. We will review the list of 
parts and advise you about to what is the best 
approach to ensure success the first time.

Custom Tailored Packages

Why is Modern Driveline the right choice in the overdrive 
transmission conversion market?

Modern Driveline is a Tremec Elite Distributor with a huge inventory and fast shipping
as we know time is money. We have a sense of urgency when it comes to your order,
and once submitted, we work together to get your order out ASAP. We will never ask
you for a deposit and take payment only when the order is ready to ship. We offer 
free shipping on all five speed packages within the lower 48 states and a flat rate of 
only $100 on LTL shipment of T-56 Magnum six speed packages.
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T-5 5 Speed

TKO 5 Speed

Magnum 6 Speed

Magnum XL 6 Speed

T-5 5-speed packages 

While today’s T-5 is centered on the Ford Mustang, MDL has
developed many parts that allow this small compact overdrive
transmission to interface with just about anything up to 450hp.
MDL has developed so many parts and ways to adapt the T-5,
the question is what you can’t use it for. Projects ranging from
flathead powered hotrods to mildly build small block engines,
the T-5 is the right choice for small to mid-size cars and trucks.

TKO Series 5 speed packages
Ok, so you have more power than a T-5 can handle. MDL has
again engineered packages from a simple Ford or GM
four speed replacement to complex complete conversion,
we can build a package for you. Since the TKO series
five speed has so many built in features and even more MDL
enhancements (like low profile top covers and side shifters), we
have TKOs that fit challenging car models like early Corvettes
and Sunbeam tigers. What TKO package can we offer you? 

Magnum 6 speed packages 
If you are the type looking to go pro-touring, make huge power
and want it all, step up to the magnum packages. We offer a
complete line of QuickTime scatter shield bellhousings that can
be bolted to today’s popular power plants. From single disk to 
twin disk clutches coupled to our LF series hydraulic, your classic
ride can have the advantage of today’s modern cars. Turn your
Camaro, Mustang, Chevelle, or pickup into the a top level street
machine with a complete tailored MDL Magnum package.

Magnum XL 6 speed packages 

So you’re running a late model Mustang or Camaro with 
supercharger or turbos and the stock transmission is not going 
to get the job done. The direct shifted Magnum XL is your 
upgrade. MDL has the parts to bolt the magnum XL behind the 
LS and Ford Modular V8 with the added safety of a QuickTime 
bellhousing. While you are there let us put together the rest of 
the upgrade with either a Dynotech aluminium drive shaft or a  
QA1 carbon fiber drive shaft. Let us engineer your next six speed 
upgrade. 
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Outstanding Service and Lifetime Tech support.

What separates us from our competition? Our philosophies regarding customer service.  We treat
customers the way we would want to be treated.  We have a passion for what we do and we
are here for you before, during and after the sale.  At MDL, we sell outstanding products, but
more importantly, we develop long-term relationships.  We value your time and want to get you
behind the wheel of your car as soon as possible, enjoying the open road with family and friends.
We ensure that each MDL transmission conversion package we sell is tailored to your vehicle’s
specific needs.  When our customers contact us and put their trust in us, it is much more than just
a sales transaction.  We work as a cohesive team, harnessing our diverse individual skill sets to
help each and every customer to the best of our abilities.
 
We understand that a product is only has good as the service behind it. Since 1998, MDL has
offered outstanding lifetime tech support to ensure your project starts out right.  At MDL we
accustom to special projects and work with you to find solutions to save you time and
money.  MDL is a Tremec certified service center for Borg Warner /Tremec transmissions, so if
there is an internal question about shifting or it is time to have your Tremec service, we are there
for you.  We are passionate about what we do, as many of us use the products we sell in our own
cars. MDL has made Tremec the cornerstone of our company by being the largest independent
manufacturer of RWD manual shift transmission, and a supplier to many OEM around the world.

Lifetime Tech Support

Free Shipping on Five Speed Packages

Warranty Information

Once the quote details are worked out, our team will properly process your order within 24-
48 hours and provide you with a tracking info. We offer free shipping within the lower 48 states 
on all five speed packages and a flat rate of $100 on six speed packages to a commercial 
address or LTL depot. All shipments are fully insured and well packaged to ensure your new 
purchase arrives safely. 

24 month Warranty from the date of 
installation with a 2-year installation grace 
from the time of purchase.  

2YEAR
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Most of our products are orderable online using our shopping cart. As you browse, click on the 
“Add to Shopping Cart” link.  When you are finished, review the items in your shopping cart, make 
any necessary changes, and complete the ordering process. At final checkout the system will 
ask you to pay via Visa, Mastercard, Check or a PayPal account. If you are not comfortable with 
financial transactions over the internet, there is an option to place the order and we will call you 
to make the financial arrangements, which can be check by mail or credit card over the phone.

Do your homework. Research the distributors and look at the online reviews. A transmission
can be an expensive purchase. Search for the company that will take care of you after the sale.
Modern Driveline is the best in the industry for customer support and will do everything to make
your project go smoothly and efficiently so you can be on the road enjoying your car.

THE  TREMEC ELITE  ADVANTAGE of MODERN DRIVELINE:
WHERE TO BUY A TREMEC TRANSMISSION

Modern Driveline is one of only 15 TREMEC Elite Distributors worldwide. MDL works directly 
with the TREMEC factory reps to provide the best product possible. Remember to consider the 
support you will receive after the sale when you purchase a transmission. Not every dealer has 
the same relationship with TREMEC or the in-depth understanding of the transmissions and 
installation procedures.   

R

WHERE TO PURCHASE

HOW TO ORDER

Feel free to call and speak with our tech wizards. We take the time to listen to your needs and to 
build you a custom quote for your car. Once you have had a chance to review your quote, we will 
answer any questions you may have. When you are ready we can finalize the quote and create 
an order. We then take your shipping information, payment information, and talk about estimated 
shipping dates and double check the order, again. You may send us an email as well requesting 
a quote. We will call you or respond by email.

Order Online

Order by Phone



COMPONENTS
Modern Driveline offers a very complete and wide 
selection of MDL brand premium quality components and 
accessories to complete your needs. For these products 
we don’t engineer and build inhouse, we turn the best in 
the industry like QuickTime, Tilton, Wilwood, Lokar, Hurst, 
and Dynotech, QA1 and many more. 

BELLHOUSINGS  
OEM quality aluminum bells for both Ford and GM to fit 
T-5, TKO, Magnum applications where a SFI bell is not 
needed.

QuickTime bellhousings are light weight forged steel with 
6.1 SFI rating on most models. Great solution for motor 
conversion when a stock bellhousing is not available.

MDL FLYWHEELS

OEM cast flywheels are available as affordable street 
options. MDL Lightened billet steel flywheels are a great 
performance option for both street and track. These 
flywheels are made in the USA! MDL Aluminum billet 
flywheels are engineered for those that need a fast 
reving engine at the track.  

MDL CLUTCHES

Modern DriveLine builds in house a complete line of 
street and performance clutches to get you the best 
solution. This is perhaps one of the most important 
components in power transfer. We will walk you through 
which clutch is right for you. You may choose release 
by linkage, cable or hydraulic. It is important to have 
the right clutch that fits and provides the highest level 
of drivability. MDL clutches are backed with a 1 year 
warranty from the date of use.  

CLUTCH PEDAL AND LINKAGE
Whether you are looking for mechanical linkage, cable 
or hydraulic release, we have you covered. MDL 
manufactures many of today’s popular muscle car 
clutch pedals. Many of the clutch pedals are designed 
with removable pivot shaft for easy installation using 
the OE pedal support. We also offer a complete line 
of aftermarket swing-mounted pedals from Tilton 
Engineering and Wilwood. Couple these pedals with 
one of our LF series hydraulic kits for a lightly controlled 
pedal effort, designed to fit your car or truck. Custom 
hydraulic clutch systems available upon request.
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SHIFT KNOB, LEVER & BOOTS

Look no further than MDL for your next shift knob, lever 
and boot from Hurst, Lokar, and many OE appearance 
parts. Whether you are looking to keep the interior period 
correct, or want a pro-touring hotrod look, we stock it! 

TREMEC CROSSMEMBERS

MDL has engineered a complete line of T-5, TKO, and T-56 
crossmembers to fit with the factory mounting points for an OE fit 
while providing ample exhaust clearance for performance exhaust 
systems. Crossmember are made in the USA and powder coated 
for a durable finish. Visit our website for a complete offerings. 

DRIVESHAFT & YOKE

MDL has teamed up with the best of the industry to offer DOM 
steel custom built drive shafts that exceed OE spec with Spicer 
components. For those that want to step up, a DynoTech aluminum 
drive shaft are high speed balanced. Aluminum offers an increase 
in critical rotation speeds and weight reduction of 8 pounds over 
steel. For those with high torque and speed requirements, QA1 
Carbon Fiber drive shafts are the only way to go with up to 
2,000 lbs-ft. capacity using 1350 U-joints. To build your custom 
driveshaft, we provide an easy to fill out build sheet to put you at 
ease, so that you are getting the right driveshaft for your needs.   

SUPPORTING PARTS

Clutch fork, Covers, Electrical connectors, mounts, 
speedometer cable, gears, speedo plug, reverse control 
module, electric ratio adapter, hardware installation kits, 
shorten TKO input shafts are just a few of the supporting 
parts MDL offerings to complete your Tremec installation. 

REPAIR SERVICE & SPARE PARTS

MDL is a full Service Tremec certified service center with 
years of experience with Borg Warner T-5, T-45, T-56 as 
well as Tremec 3550, TKO series five speed as well as the 
current Magnum six speeds. Whether you are looking for 
replacement part or tech support our highly knowledgeable 
tech staff can help you get the right part and advise.
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T-5 5-SPEED

A highly evolved, extremely compact, and wonderfully versatile 5-speed that has stood the
test of time; TREMEC’s T-5 first hit the scene in the early 1980’s as a product of the Borg-
Warner company. From AMC Eagles to 5-liter Mustangs, in its rich 35+ year history the T-5
has seen a variety of uses and numerous upgrades. Today it continues to serve as a staple of
the aftermarket, hot rod community in the popular ‘fox-body’ Ford configuration. Dollar-for-dollar, 
pound for pound, the T-5 is the smoothest shifting, most reliable overdrive manual transmission 
for lightweight or moderate horsepower applications available anywhere – making any classic/ 
custom car, hot rod, street rod, or kit car more enjoyable and economical to drive. MDL tooled 
up to produce a front shift tail shaft housing to move the shifter forward for many early cars and 
trucks.

 8     TREMEC T-5

NOTE: Torque & RPM ratings may vary based on use, drivleline configuration, peripheral parts selection and quality of installation.

Part
Number Application Model

Torque
Capacity

(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

   Speedo
  Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

1352-000-251 Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-05 Ford S197 Mustang 330 6,700 No Mechanical Electrical 10 Flange 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-94 Ford SN95 Mustang 330 6,700 No Hydraulic Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-FS-F Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-FS-R Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-YFS-F Ford Y-Block 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-YFS-R Ford Y-Block 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76
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Part
Number Application Model

Torque
Capacity

(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

   Speedo
  Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

1352-000-251 Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-05 Ford S197 Mustang 330 6,700 No Mechanical Electrical 10 Flange 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-94 Ford SN95 Mustang 330 6,700 No Hydraulic Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-FS-F Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-FS-R Ford Many 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-YFS-F Ford Y-Block 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

MD-552-0251-YFS-R Ford Y-Block 330 6,700 No Mechanical Mechanical 10 28 2.95 1.94 1.34 1 .63 N/A 2.76

Recommended oil is Dexron-III ATF, requires 2.75 quarts.

A.  Shifter location from rear face of engine block 
B.  Input shaft length from face of trans case to tip of shaft
C.  Crossmember mounting location from rear 
      face of block
D.  Overall length from rear face of 
      block to end of casting
E.  Crossmember mounting 
      location from centerline

Note: Dimensions are approximate and intended for reference only.  Dimensions will vary based on tolerences and pilot depth.

Application Installation Dimensions (Inches) Bellhousing
A B C D E

1352-000-251 26.4 7.14 21.4 31.6 3.03 SBF

MD-552-0251-05 Semi Remote 7.88 24.5 26.3 4.3 S197 4.0L

MD-552-0251-94 27.01 7.88 22.03 32.23 3.03 SN95

MD-552-0251-FS-F 18.89 7.14 23.14 31.6 2.75 Many

MD-552-0251-FS-R 20.39 7.14 23.14 31.6 2.75 Many

MD-552-0251-YFS-F 19.63 7.88 23.88 32.23 2.75 Y-block w/adapter

MD-552-0251-YFS-R 21.13 7.88 23.88 32.23 2.75 Y-block w/adapter



TKO 5-SPEED

 10     TREMEC TKO 500/600

NOTE: Torque & RPM ratings may vary based on use, drivleline configuration, peripheral parts selection and quality of installation

It’s the take-no-prisoners 
gearbox that started a 
5-speed retrofit revolution! 
TREMEC’s TKO series of 
5-speeds was first made 
famous by the 5-liter Mustang 
performance craze of the mid-
1990’s, and has since been fit 
into nearly every rear-wheel-drive 
performance application imaginable. Far 
and away the most value-packed 5-speed on 
the market, the TKO offers an impressive array 
of flexibility features including multiple shifter locations, 
mounting configurations, gearing options, and speedometer pickups 
(electric & mechanical). Serving up 600 lb.-ft. of tire-melting torque capacity 
along with confidence-inspiring shifts and fuel-saving overdrive, the TKO offers an ideal blend 
of brute strength and street manners––which may be why it’s the manual transmission behind 
more boulevard-bruising street machines than all of its competitors combined. Combine this 
with MDL dealer installed options like low profile top covers, carbon fiber synchro rings to 
improve high rpm shift to 7,000 rpms.  For the final touch, MDL offers a complete line of custom 
offset/side shifters to place the shifter lever in the right location for the application. 

Part # Application Engine
Torque

Capacity
(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

   Speedo
     Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

MD-501-4617-TigerO Sunbeam Tiger SBF 600 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 n/a 2.56

MD-501-5008-TigerO Sunbeam Tiger SBF 600 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.98 1.28 1.00 .64 n/a 2.56

MD-501-4616/5009-VET2/3 C2/C3 Vette SBC 500 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 n/a 3.00

MD-501-4616/5009-VET2/3 C2/C3 Vette SBC 500 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 n/a 3.00

TCET4616 GM Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00

TCET4618 GM Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 N/A 2.56

 TCET5009 GM Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 N/A 2.56

TCET4615 Ford Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 10 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00

TCET4617 Ford Any 600 6,200 No     Mech wMech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 N/A 2.56

TCET5008 Ford Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 N/A 2.56

TCET5201 Ford Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00



Application
Installation Dimensions (Inches)

Bellhousing
A B C D E

GM 19/23/25.8 6.71 22.1 30.4 2.2 O.E. 4-Speed (most)

Ford 19.6/23.7/26.5 7.21 22.7 31 2.2 TKO Bells

Ford Car Bell 19/23.1/25.9 6.59 22.08 30.38 2.2 Wide Patt. Ford Car 3, 4spd

Ford Truck Bell 19.2/23.3/26.1 6.79 22.28 30.58 2.2 Wide Patt. Ford Truck

Tiger 22.09 6.59 22.08 30.38 2.2 SBF

C2/C3 Vette 25.8 6.71 22.1 31 2.2 Chevy
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Note: Dimensions are approximate and intended for reference only. Dimensions will vary based on tolerences and pilot depth.

Recommended oil for 3550/TKO is Synchromesh, requires about 2.75 quarts

Part # Application Engine
Torque

Capacity
(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

   Speedo
     Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

MD-501-4617-TigerO Sunbeam Tiger SBF 600 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 n/a 2.56

MD-501-5008-TigerO Sunbeam Tiger SBF 600 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.98 1.28 1.00 .64 n/a 2.56

MD-501-4616/5009-VET2/3 C2/C3 Vette SBC 500 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 n/a 3.00

MD-501-4616/5009-VET2/3 C2/C3 Vette SBC 500 6,200 No     Mech    Cable/Elect 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 n/a 3.00

TCET4616 GM Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00

TCET4618 GM Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 N/A 2.56

 TCET5009 GM Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 N/A 2.56

TCET4615 Ford Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 10 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00

TCET4617 Ford Any 600 6,200 No     Mech wMech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .82 N/A 2.56

TCET5008 Ford Any 600 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 2.87 1.89 1.28 1.00 .64 N/A 2.56

TCET5201 Ford Any 500 6,200 No     Mech Mech/Elec 26 31 3.27 1.98 1.34 1.00 .68 N/A 3.00

A.  Shifter location from rear face of engine block 
B.  Input shaft length from face of trans case to tip
C.  Crossmember mounting location from rear face        
      of block

D.  Overall length from rear face of block  
       to end of casting
E.  Crossmember mounting location  
      from centerline



Part
Number Application Engine

Torque
Capacity

(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

 Clutch
   Type

         Speedo
           Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

TUET11009 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET16885 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11012 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .74 .50 2.90

TUET11010 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET16884 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11011 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .74 .50 2.90

The centerpiece of TREMEC’s high performance line-up, the Magnum 6-speed takes our 
state-of-the-art OEM technology and pairs it with the most popular flexibility features of the all-
business TKO.  The result is a double-overdrive transmission that easily tolerates up to 700 lb-ft. 
of torque, delivers unbelievable sophistication, and that is far more flexible than any other 6-speed 
in the market.  Known in its OE form as the TR-6060, the Magnum is an aftermarket variant of 
the same transmission found in many of today’s most revered factory muscle cars; meaning 
refinement where you want it and strength where it counts!

NOTE: Torque & RPM ratings may vary based on use, drivleline configuration, peripheral parts selection and quality of installation.

MAGNUM 6-SPEED

 12    TREMEC MAGNUM



Part
Number Application Engine

Torque
Capacity

(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

 Clutch
   Type

         Speedo
           Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

TUET11009 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET16885 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11012 GM LS 700 7,800 No     Hyd          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .74 .50 2.90

TUET11010 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET16884 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11011 Ford Modular 700 7,800 No    Mech          Mech/Elec 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .74 .50 2.90

A.  Shifter location from rear face of engine block 
B.  Input shaft length from face of trans case to tip of shaft
C.  Crossmember mounting location from rear 
       face of block
D.  Overall length from rear face of block
      to end of casting
E.  Crossmember mounting
      location from centerline

Application
Installation Dimensions (Inches)

Bellhousing
A B C D E

GM LS (Hyd) 18.9/23.0/26.6 6.46 26.6 33.8 3.1 1386-212-005

Ford Modular 18.7/22.8/26.4 5.64 26.3 33.6 3.1 TNCM1078

Note: Dimensions are approximate and intended for reference only.  Dimensions will vary based on tolerences and pilot depth.

TREMEC recommends TREMEC HP-MTF, Dexron-III, or Mobil 1 ATF in all Magnum series transmissions.
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The  Magnum  XL  is  an  extension  of  our  revered  Magnum  6-speed  series.  Featuring  all  of  
the most  important  content  from  the  original,  the  XL  retains  the  Magnum’s  brute  strength  
and sophistication,  but  adds  an  extended-length  tail  section  designed  to  eliminate  the  
clumsy  ‘semi-remote’  shifter  found  in  many  popular  late  model  applications.    Originally  
intended  for  2005-up Mustangs,  part  numbers  featuring  a  “KT”  (TUKT12021  &  TUKT16901)  
come  complete  with  a SFI-approved  steel  bellhousing  designed  to  mate  with  Ford  Modular  
V8  engines,  a  Mustang-specific  crossmember,  and  an  OE-quality  transmission  mount  (a  
26-spline  clutch, one-piece driveshaft and supporting electrics  are  also  required  are available 
through MDL).    Conversions  to other  late-model  applications  are  easily  achieved with the 
proper bellhousing and other parts from MDL.

Part # Application Engine
Torque

Capacity
(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

        Speedo
          Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

TUET16886 Non-Specific Any 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11940 Non-Specific Any 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

*TUKT16901 05-up Mustang Modular 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

*TUKT12021 05-up Mustang Modular 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

NOTE: Torque & RPM ratings may vary based on use, drivleline configuration, peripheral parts selection and quality of installation.
*Indicates kit complete with transmission, bellhousing, crossmember and mount.

MAGNUM XL 6-SPEED
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Part # Application Engine
Torque

Capacity
(lb-ft.)

RPM
Rating

Includes
Clutch

Housing

  Clutch
    Type

        Speedo
          Type

Spline Count Gear Ratios

Input Output 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Rev

TUET16886 Non-Specific Any 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

TUET11940 Non-Specific Any 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

*TUKT16901 05-up Mustang Modular 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.66 1.78 1.30 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

*TUKT12021 05-up Mustang Modular 700 7,800 Yes       Hyd          Electric 26 31 2.97 2.10 1.46 1.00 .80 .63 2.90

A.  Shifter location from rear face of engine block 
B.  Input shaft length from face of trans case to tip of shaft
C.  Crossmember mounting location from rear face 
      of block
D.  Overall length from rear face of 
      block to end of casting
E.  Crossmember mounting 
      location from centerline

Application
Installation Dimensions (Inches)

Bellhousing
A B C D E

S197 Mustang 34.9 6.52 28.1 38.3 2.75 N/A (Included)

Note: Dimensions are approximate and intended for reference only.  Dimensions will vary based on tolerences and pilot depth.

TREMEC recommends TREMEC HP-MTF, Dexron-III, or Mobil 1 ATF in all Magnum series transmissions.
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Does your Borg Warner or Tremec Five or Six speed Need Service?

We service what we sell. Modern Driveline is a Tremec Certified Service Center for 
T-5, T-45, 3650, T-56, 3550/TKO, TR6060, Magnum transmissions. Many Mustangs, Camaros, 
Vipers, and many other Fords and Chevy were equipped from the factory with Borg Warner five 
and six speeds. 

Turn to us to keep these cars on the road with OE parts and service.  

We will help you determine what the best plan of action is. We can provide advice to what oil to 
use or if your transmission is in the need of repair. We can assist you on how to prepare your 
transmission to be transport and arrange for shipping.  

Once received, your transmission will be inspected by one of our techs where they will provide 
detailed quote. The repair quote is reviewed with you before any work is performed.  

In many cases, repairs are completed within 5 working days.  
All repairs are covered for 1 year on parts, defects and workmanship.  

Looking for a Upgrade or Gear ratio change?

Modern Driveline offers many different enhancements to Tremec transmission to make them fit, 

perform and last longer in your ride. 

• Gear surface polishing to reduce friction and heat

• External transmission Oil Coolers

• TKO Low profile covers for additional tunnel clearance

• Carbon fiber blocker rings

• Short throw billet aluminum bolt-on offset shifters for the custom fit

• Side mounted shifters to match many OE 4 speed shift locations 

• Custom tail shaft extension housing to move the shifter location or 

to match existing transmission

• Custom input shafts to adapt to OE bellhousings or conversions 

• Gear ratio swaps to change the over drive ratios

Transmission & Part Services
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TREMECONOMICS: TRANSMISSIONS THAT EARN THEIR KEEP

Is the sound of a constantly screaming engine and frequent stops to the pump killing the will to 
cruise your classic? Then a high-performance overdrive from TREMEC may be just the cure! 
With a TREMEC you can reduce cruising RPM by up to 50% – meaning a longer lasting engine, 
increased fuel economy, and a greatly enhanced driving experience!  Not convinced? Use 
the formula below to see how your old 4-speed stick stacks up:

rpm = (mph x gear ratio x 336) / tire diameter
To use the equation, simply plug in the numbers to match your 
vehicle’s equipment. For example, if you had an old 4-speed 
with a 1:1 fourth gear, 4.11’s in the rear (gear ratio), and a pair of 
26-inch tall tires (tire diameter), at just 65 mph you’d be churning 
out nearly 3,500 RPM! Now multiply that number by .64 (as in 
the available .64:1 overdrive in a TREMEC TKO) and you’ll 
see that at the same speed you could drop over 1200 RPM 
(from 3,452 to 2,209)!  See, doesn’t that feel better already?

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB: 
THE TREMEC TOOL BOX MOBILE APP

These days, you can do just about anything on 
one of them fandangled smartphones – check 
the weather, get directions, order pizza... And 
now, thanks to TREMEC’s new ‘Tool Box’ 
app, you can do a host of critical car building 
functions too! Featuring four tools in one 
easy-to-use interface, the TREMEC Tool Box 
includes our popular ‘Driveline Angle Finder’ to 
help you achieve vibration-free cruising; as well 
as several other gear math calculators to help 
you predict your hot rod’s behavior as it relates 
to gearing changes.  Better still – it is available 
FREE for most popular smartphones!

Driveline Angle 
Finder calculates 
angles on most 
RWD vehicles

Tire Size Calculator 
converts ‘P-metric’ 

tire size to tire height 
in inches

RPM Calculator 
gives engine RPM 
based on ratios, 

tire size, and MPH

Vehicle Speed 
Calculator 

determines speed in 
any gear at any RPM
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18     INTRODUCTION

Modern DriveLine has been servicing the Ford, GM, (and more) 
performance community since 1998.
 
Our Business Philosophy

At Modern Driveline, we provide high quality products backed by lifetime service. We have 
tech whiz’s available to answer your questions and to help you choose the correct products 
for your project. We strive to anticipate any foreseeable issues that may arise. We offer the 
best service and advice in the industry. 

Our business is built on word of mouth, we hope you will tell a friend about us when you 
receive outstanding service and advice. 

OEM GRADE PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS:  THE TREMEC ADVANTAGE
The differences between TREMEC products and those of our competitors are vast.  As a Tier 
1 and Tier 2 supplier to some of the worlds most respected vehicle manufacturers, TREMEC 
utilizes a host of manufacturing practices well beyond the reach of most would-be aftermarket 
adversaries. What this means for you is simply peace of mind. With a TREMEC in your hot 
rod, you can cruise with confidence knowing that the transmission in your tunnel benefits from 
the same level of manufacturing excellence as that of the worlds most respected OEM sports 
and muscle cars.

RAISING THE STAKES:  TREMEC AT THE TRACK
They say that real race cars have three pedals, and at MDL we are inclined to agree!
That’s why our transmissions see countless hours of on-track abuse; to show what weeks of
in-house validation testing alone never could! From 9-second blasts down the quarter-mile,
to the grueling conditions of road courses everywhere,
this level of real world endurance testing ensures
that TREMEC transmissions are up to about
any challenge you can put them through on
the street!

Total Performance Racing’s 
TREMEC-equipped Trans Am TA4 
2016 Chevrolet Camaro



Our Company

Modern Driveline began from a personal need. While working for Charlie’s Mustangs in the 
90’s, Bruce began repairing T-5 transmissions. In 1996, Bruce purchased a 1965 Mustang 
hardtop and began restoring the car. The car was equipped with a V8 automatic transmission. 
After driving his Mustang for a year, Bruce decided a manual transmission would increase 
the exhilaration of driving the car. He selected a five speed T-5 transmission for its size 
and drivability. While searching for conversion parts, Bruce found that there were very few 
companies offering five speed conversion parts. And nobody offered a complete conversion 
package. Being a part of the Shelby Club of Northern California, showcased the need for a 
company focused on the modern overdrive transmissions. Bruce found a need for a company 
that understood the need of the high-performance driver and the everyday driver. There was 
a need for better fitting parts, easy to install parts, and parts that would last as well as a 
complete package that was easy to install. 

The Modern Driveline lineup has expanded since the 90’s. Today, MDL offers both five 
and six speed conversion parts and packages for 1930’s Ford Flathead to Modern Muscle, 
Chevy, GM, Mopar and everything in between. We continue to work on new R&D projects 
and expanding our offerings to meet the needs of our customers. In 2009 we introduced the 
Lightfoot Series Hydraulics which solved many issues commonly seen in the market. We 
offer the best customer service in the industry and are very proud of the abilities of our tech 
whiz’s to help you solve your problems. We continue to be an Elite Distributor for TREMEC 
transmissions and have been in business for 20 years. Our products are installed in well over 
10,000 vehicles, ranging from daily drivers, auto cross cars, road race cars, drag race cars, 
to over the top pro-touring muscle cars around the world. We look forward to helping you 
achieve your dream.
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1992 Mustang LX “The Blue Coupe” 

In their off hours, Modern Driveline’s owners
Bruce Couture and Will Ittner, run Fox body
Mustangs (‘92 LX “the Blue coupe” and 92
LX hatch) set up for open tracking. The
blue coupe sports a Vortec supercharged
327ci A4 block 5.0L producing 486hp
at the rear wheels. All that power is
handled with a T5z and Kevlar clutch.
The car is equipped with 14/13 Baer
brakes, and full Griggs suspension.

ONLINE WATER COOLER: ENGAGE MODERNDRIVELINE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Want  to  be  part  of  the  MDL  group  from  the  comfort  of  
your  home  or  office?    Check  us  out  online  to  see  more  of  
what  goes  on  behind  the  scenes;  including  the  latest  news,  
event  info,  cool  videos,  and  more!    We’re  active  on  most  
major  social  media  channels,  Check  us  out  at  
www.MODERNDRIVELINE.com



R

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR TECHNICAL TIPS VISIT US AT:

208-453-9800
WWW.MODERNDRIVELINE.COM

Five & Six Speed Conversion Specialists!

Make it Modern, Shift Forward

OPEN Monday-Friday  8-5pm Mountain Time  | 208.453.9800 | info @ moderndriveline.com

Modern Driveline Inc.
4216 Capital St.

Caldwell,  ID  83605

Tremec
1-800-401-9866
www.tremec.com

DON’T MISS THIS: IMPORTANT NOTES & TIPS
In any installation, always check transmission to clutch housing to engine 
fit.  Clutch housing should be dial indicated into to ensure proper alignment.   
Check input shaft to pilot bearing fit and depth of input shaft into pilot bore 
to ensure proper clearance.  Always use correct fluid as per TREMEC 

recommendation.  TREMEC is not responsible for damage resulting from installation errors, 
misuse, or failure to follow recommendations.  For assistance refer to authorized TREMEC 
dealer or TREMEC customer service agents.  All TREMEC transmissions feature a 
12-month/12,000-mile limited warranty.  TREMEC encourages safe driving habits at all times.


